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WHAT IS THE GOTHIC?

Roots, themes, tropes...
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Projects 2010-2016

(2015) Death Café Limerick

(2014) Waking St. Munchin

(2013-2016) Remembering Wildgoose Lodge


(2010) ghostwalk/ghosttalk
THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW
Roots of the Gothic
Medieval Gothic and its influence
The Gothic Revival
Dracula (Stoker)
The Monk (Lewis)
The Castle of Otranto (Walpole)
Vathek (Beckford)
Frankenstein (Shelley)
Fonthill, 1796 - 1825
Great Western Hall
Why the current prevalence of Gothic?
‘...like Frankenstein’s monster, these revivals seldom take exactly the same shape they possessed before. The notion of revival can be seen to imply a reappropriation and reinvention of previous forms rather than a straightforward repetition.’

(Spooner 2006: 11-12).
‘The Gothic vision presents a dark picture of haunted, insalubrious and unresolved circumstances, situations that remain thoroughly at odds with optimistic or forward-looking cultural frameworks.’

(Williams 2013: 423)
Gothic: Transmutations Of Horror In Late Twentieth Century Art, the 1997 Exhibition at The Institute of Contemporary Art Boston, Sensation: Young British Artists From The Saatchi Collection, the 1997 Exhibition At The Royal Academy Of Arts, London. (Catalogue Covers)
‘Gothic presents contemporary art that displays a strong pre-millennial fascination with the dark and uncanny side of the human psyche and attempts to relocate it within the context of a revival of Gothic sensibility in many cultures today’

(Grunenberg 1997: 217)
‘Gothic contains our fears so we can live in safety’

(Spooner 2006: 9)
Gothic in Contemporary Culture

Roots of Gothic
Gothic Media
Gothic Bodies
Urban Gothic
Space and Experience
Irish Gothic
Psychogeography
Gothic in
Contemporary Culture
The Uncanny
The Abject
The Other
Monstrosity
Monstrosity